
SMART WIRING  
ACCESSORIES



Flexible Wireless Switching
Once powered, using wireless technology the devices can be paired and controlled 
by up to 32 wireless switches from the CLICK® iNELS range. The pairings are retained 
during power isolation and during battery changes within the wireless switches.

Multiple Functions
Choose from 6 (RFSA-61F) and 7 (RFDEL-71F) functions 
for each wireless switch paired via the programme button.

Easy Installation 

The connection arms pivot through 180 
degrees, allowing either device to comfortably 

diameter with an 80mm void depth.

Upgrade your electrical installation with our 
new Click® 

FlowTM connectors!

Click® ranges are brought together in the 
new ‘Plug & Play’ switching and dimming 
receivers, providing an optimised solution  
to add switching and dimming control to 
lighting circuits.

TM connectors allow simple 

new or existing installations and also for 
periodic testing to be carried out.

The Click® Inels control makes it easier to 
switch and dim wirelessly from preferred 
locations without the use of switch drops.

The new ‘Plug & Play’ devices are designed  
with ease of installation and control in mind,  
Smart Wiring Solutions.

PLUG & PLAY 
Switching & Dimming Receivers

16A Rating
Suitable for switching most 
domestic and commercial loads.

160W Rating
Switch and dim up to 160W 
loads including LED

Load Selection 
Can be simply adjusted to be 
used with inductive, capacitive 
and resistive loads.

Adjustable Brightness 
Flexibility to adjust minimum 
brightness to suit requirements.

RFSA-61F

RFDEL-71F

Compatible with the existing Click® Inels & FlowTM 
product ranges as well as other lighting products 
within the Ovia® lighting range including the innovative 
Inceptor® range of lighting products.

&

Control Wirelessly 
Wireless control in free air from up to 200m (RFSA-61F) and 
160m (RFDEL-71F) dependent on the wireless switch paired.

25mm Shallow 
Product Depth

180° 
Pivot
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